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Overview:
•Commercial plasma globe filaments were studied using high frequency
cameras and other optical methods.
•Custom plasma globe was designed and built.
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•Work was conducted from 2008‐9 by:
S.J. Zweben – PPPL physicist
M.D. Campanell – PPPL graduate student
J.N Laird– SULI intern (summer 2008)
S.W. Vasquez – SULI intern (summer 2009)
with valuable help from other physicists, engineers and technicians
•Paper was published in 2010*
•This presentation summarizes our observations and results. Some
neat videos are included.

*“Measurements of the motion of filaments in a plasma ball”
M. D. Campanell, J. N. Laird, T. Provost, S. W. Vasquez, and S. J. Zweben
Phys. Plasmas 17, 053507 (2010).

Custom Plasma Globe

Objective 1: To Enhance Understanding of Plasma Filamentation
•

Plasma filamentation is not well understood.

•

Plasmas created by strong electric fields usually are diffuse, static glows.
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•
•

DC discharge

Inductive RF discharge

Only under special conditions do filaments appear.
It is not known why they form and the physics governing their formation and motion has not
been explained in the literature.
•We hope our observations will
help shed “light” on the physics
of filamentation.
•What determines their
colors, quantity, behavior,
etc.?

Objective 2: To develop educational exercises on plasma balls
•Plasma physics lab experiments are expensive.
•Most undergraduates in physics programs get no exposure to plasmas.
• Some of our procedures can be adapted into inexpensive undergraduate or graduate
laboratory exercises on plasma balls.
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Background ‐ How are Plasma Ball Filaments Produced?
Components of a typical plasma globe

(1) Spherical glass shell containing carefully chosen
gases inside (near 1atm).
(2) Spherical electrode at the center of the shell.
(3) AC voltage waveform generated by a
transformer circuit, typically ~5kV, 20‐50kHz

Filament Production

•High voltage creates radial E field that breaks
down the gas, generating a plasma through which
current flows.
•Visible light comes from excitation of energy
levels by the electron current.
Edmund Scientific “Nebula” Globe

Radial Propagation of Filaments From Electrode to Glass:
PSI Ultra‐Fast Framing CCD

•Videos at 500,000s‐1 show that filaments are not
always “on” as they appear to the eye.
•Visible filaments only exist (~15% of the time)

Time between frames is 2 μs

•Filaments are re‐created during each period of the applied voltage cycle, when the
electrode voltage is most negative.
•Filament propagation time from the electrode to the glass is 4‐5μs.

Filaments Re‐form In the Same Path Each Cycle!
•Surprise – Filaments re‐form in the same path each discharge cycle. Why?
•Explanation ‐ Leftover ion/electron pairs remain in the filament path during the “off
interval” so that current can easily flow though the same spot again in the next cycle.

Time between frames is 10 μs

•The filament behavior is essentially periodic from cycle to cycle.
•Filament motion around the globe occurs over a much longer time scale.
•We found that filaments only “drift” significantly (by one filament width)
over approximately 80ms.
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Initial Formation of Filaments:
•Knowing that filaments form periodically in the same path...
•So how do they form for the first time?
•To answer this, record the startup of the plasma globe.
•Observation – Filaments do not exist when the gas first breaks down!

Evolution of the Discharge:
(1) Amorphous diffuse glow (initial breakdown)
(2) Uniform spherical diffuse glow (3.5ms)
(3) Filamentary structures start to appear within
the glow (10ms)
(4) Filaments brighten as glow dissipates (10‐50ms)
(5) Filaments then begin to bend/twist/bifurcate (0.1‐1s)
(6) Steady state behavior (>1s)
Conclusion – Gas doesn’t break down directly to filaments. They evolve from an existing plasma.

Filament Birth and Death:
•Individual filaments do not last forever.
•Videos show that filaments sometimes spontaneously disappear by retracting back
into the electrode. This filament death takes 0.5ms.
Filament Death

•Total number of filaments is approximately conserved.
•New filaments tend to (but not always)
originate near the bottom of the electrode.

• Total elapsed time is 15ms.
Filament Birth

Interesting Filament Behaviors
•This video shows a newly emerging filament grow into the path of a neighboring filament
and steal the branch.

Filament Branch Interception

Filament Count Variation with Frequency:
The commercial globe circuit was modified to allow adjustment of the driving frequency.
Number of Filaments Vs. Driving Frequency
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Filament Count Variation with Voltage:
•We used a variac to reduce the external voltage below the standard 120V wall value, hence
reducing the transformed electrode voltage.
Number of Filaments vs. External Voltage

•As the voltage was reduced below 120V,
filament count decreased steadily and the
last filament disappeared at ~55V.
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•When increasing the voltage from 0V,
filaments first formed at ~70V, not 55V.
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Other Interesting Filament Behaviors
•Filaments may split into two or more
branches.

•Bifurcated filaments may “walk up the glass”.

•Single filaments may unzip themselves in two.

•These behaviors reveal fundamental plasma
phenomena and instabilities.
•The filament behaviors depended on frequency, and varied from one globe to another.
•This shows small manufacturing differences in the globes significantly influenced the physics.
• Unzipping and walking regimes were observed during a frequency/waveform shape scan, but
could not be found again later, so no video was recorded .

Why do Filaments Twist, Bend and Migrate Around the Globe:
Videos reveal the following phenomena

•New filaments are usually “born” near the bottom of
the electrode and are initially straight.
•They gradually drift upwards, twist and bend.
•Filaments usually “die” near the top of the electrode.
•The total drift migration takes ~5s. This is the average lifetime of a filament as
observed by the eye.
•Hypothesis – Long term filament motion is driven by convection. Current flow heats
the gas around the filaments. Warm air rises…

Educational Exercise ‐ Measuring Filament Propagation Speed Optically:
•High frequency cameras are expensive.
•Simpler optical methods to measure radial filament speed can be devised.
•Assuming the globe brightness is maximum when filaments reach full length, a
measurement of the light output in time will reveal the speed.
•We collected the globe light with a PMT, and recorded the intensity with an
oscilloscope.
•Plot rise time suggests a propagation time of ~5μs, consistent with the videos.
•The speed across the 6cm radius is thus estimated as ~12,000m/s.
•Knowing filament speed is important for studying the physics of the discharge.

5μs/div

Another Optical Measurement of Filament Propagation Speed:
•We used lenses to collect light from three
points along the globe radius.
• We measured the time‐lag between the
signals on the scope as the filament crossed
these points.
•The peaks in the signals would identify the
times at which the filament grew past the
corresponding points.

Filament Structure Anomaly:
•Anomaly – 3 peaks show that inner portion of
the filament dissipates before the filament
reaches the glass!
•This contradicts conventional thought that
filament light intensity decreases radially.
• Explanation – Photograph exposure collects
light not only by intensity but also duration.
•Inner part of filament is lit longer, so it appears
brighter than it is at long exposures.

Andor iStar

•Super short exposure time photograph proves
filament intensity decreases with radius!
•Result ‐ A filament is not a full stream of
intense light… but more like a bullet with a tail.
4 μs exposure

0.4 μs exposure

The Custom Globe ‐ Construction:
•To further explore the conditions for
generating filaments, we designed our
own custom plasma globe.
•The globe shell is a chemistry flask!
•Gas pumped in and out through one neck.
•Voltage circuit connected through a test
tube up the middle neck.
•Wad of steel wool used as the electrode.

The Custom Globe ‐ Results:
•Spectroscopy on commercial globe revealed
Neon as the main gas with other trace gases.

FAIL

•Initial attempts to get filaments with pure
neon, pure air, pure nitrogen… failed.
•Adding small amounts of air or xenon caused
the glow to change into straight filaments.
•By optimization of base pressure, amount of
trace gas, and voltage frequency, filaments like
in commercial globe appeared.
•So, trace gases are critical to filamentation
(note purple color is from air, not neon).
•Influence of electrode properties on the plasma
was studied.
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Other Observations and Unanswered Questions:
•Plasma globe filaments often change color along their length, as in the
picture to the right. Possibly explained by…
•While filaments often twist and bend far from the electrode, notice how
they always seem to emerge from the electrode perpendicular to it.
Possibly explained by…
•The above effect may explain why the filaments in our custom ball were
predominately in the upper hemisphere (see other slide), hence why the
“bubble” is used in commercial globes.

For More Information:
Please see our paper “Measurements of the motion of filaments in a plasma ball”
M. D. Campanell, J. N. Laird, T. Provost, S. W. Vasquez, and S. J. Zweben
Phys. Plasmas 17, 053507 (2010).
Contact me at: mcampane@princeton.edu

Future Work:
Our work has raised more questions than answers. Our custom apparatus was sent to Cal State
San Marcos to be used for further research and lab exercises.
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